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file not running because of a huge number of "not implemented" errors I have a very simple

SpecFlow feature file that does a simple registration on a database. Feature: A simple
Registration Scenario: Registering the user with the proper data When I register "Samantha
Smith" and "555-555-5555" as an email address and phone number, respectively And I fill in
the "Password" field with "xxx1" And I select "XYZ Corp" Then I should be presented with a

screen saying "Thank you, You are now registered" If I open the visual studio (2013 express)
in the actual solution that is the only error I receive. If I simply open the feature file in

Notepad, I receive a huge list of errors such as: Step definition "@When I register "Samantha
Smith" and "555-555-5555" as an email address and phone number, respectively" not

implemented because of errors in the "When I register" step, and I'll keep on receiving this
error until I close the feature file. I did try to update the feature file, but I do not receive any
errors, but I do not even see the prompt of a change in the output window of Visual Studio

2013. I have updated VS Express for Windows Phone (not sure what version) and I also have
updated the.Net Framework to 4.5. I removed and reinstalled the SpecFlow Nuget package, I

deleted all the SpecFlow temporary files, and I even tried deleting the solution and re-opening
it. I have also tried to re-create the project. What else could be the problem? A: Finally, the

solution was to open the IDE again and close
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